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Executive Summaryy
“Southwest Mississippi is an especially attractive
location for contact centers and similar back office
operations.”
This has been documented by BFPC, LLC, a leading site
selection and location strategy consulting firm. BFPC
recently completed an in-depth investigation of the
Southwest Mississippi region and its economy.
Contact Centers were selected for their particular ability to take advantage of business and other conditions
in the area. Reasons for selecting the contact center
industry as a target include the following Southwest
Mississippi area assets:
• Selected business costs over 25% below typical or
national average costs for contact centers. Projected costs for staffing, construction, utilities, and certain
taxes and other expenses to establish and operate a
contact center in Southwest Mississippi are well below
the comparable US national average figures. Details of
these savings are presented at the end of this report.
• Above average availability of experienced personnel
due to a well-established base of administrative workers (over 2,700 people work in various white collar and
administrative activities in Southwest Mississippi), local
business training facilities, and the area’s attractiveness
as a living environment with a high quality of life and
low cost of living.

The University of Southern Mississippi
has chosen contact centers as
a key focus for research.

• A high level of preparedness. Southwest Mississippi has been the location of major business activity for many decades. It is at a high level of readiness for new development, with a wide choice of
sites and existing buildings ready for quick use by
new companies. Major investments are being made
in new business and industrial parks and sites and
supporting access/infrastructure.
• Academic, research, and business assistance
capabilities directly related to contact centers at
the University of Southern Mississippi in Hattiesburg,
about an hour from the eastern edge of the Southwest Mississippi region. USM has chosen contact
centers as a key focus for research and has established
the Call Center Research Laboratory, a facility unlike any other in the US. The CCRL was established
specifically to assist contact center operators, solve
technical problems, train their employees, and improve their processes and products. Based heavily on
USM initiatives, the National Association of Contact
Centers established its headquarters in Hattiesburg.
In the Southwest region itself are Alcorn State University, Copiah-Lincoln Community College, and
Southwest Mississippi Community College, which
offer diverse business training and education through
the master’s level.
continued
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY continued

• Potential regional customer base. Many contact
centers are directly linked to order fulfillment, product
distribution, and similar business activities. Southwest
Mississippi is a strong location from which to conduct
these vital functions. The South is by far the fastestgrowing part of the US, both in population and in
business development. Extensive consumer and business markets are in and near Mississippi. Interstate
Highway 55 forms the spine of Southwest Mississippi
as it connects New Orleans with Memphis, St. Louis,
Chicago and other industrial centers of the Midwest.
I-20 between Atlanta and Dallas lies just to the north,
and there are several other major highways. The main
north-south line of the CN Railway parallels I-55 as it
passes through the region and also hosts Amtrak passenger service. Commercial airports including Jackson,
New Orleans, and Baton Rouge are within one to two
hours drive of various parts of Southwest Mississippi.
Several airports serve corporate aircraft.
• An aggressive state economic development policy
including a right-to-work law established in the
Mississippi Constitution, an attractive package of

The Southwest Mississippi
economy has generated
new jobs at a time when
many areas experienced a
decline in employment.
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industrial development incentives, and other policies contributing to a measurable growth of the state
economy. Mississippi ranks well above the national
average—as well as above many other states such
as Texas and Florida—in the increase of its average
compensation and other economic development and
socioeconomic indicators.
• A growing regional business sector. The Southwest Mississippi economy has generated new jobs
at a time when many areas experienced a decline in
employment. Total jobs in the ten-county area grew
over 2.5% during the most recent five-year period for
which US Commerce Department figures are available.
• A quality of life that supports recruitment, transfer, and maintenance of staff.
■ A scenic environment including the Mississippi
River and the Homochitto National Forest.
Throughout Southwest Mississippi are beautiful
historic houses and other structures in classic
downtown settings. This attractive setting is
combined with easy access to New Orleans,
Jackson, and the Gulf Coast.
■ A cost of living 15% to 25% below the
national average.
■ Local culture and entertainment including
college sports.

More data about Southwest Mississippi and
the region’s advantages for your company
are available from the

SOUTHWEST MISSISSIPPI PARTNERSHIP
Britt Herrin, President
Post Office Box 83
McComb, Mississippi 39648
800-399-4404 or 601-684-2291

www.southwestmississippi.us
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Introduction
Mississippi has been a national leader in economic
development for decades, having made a very successful
transition from a traditional agricultural base into one
of the most dynamic business and industrial economies
in the nation. Nowhere is this optimistic, forward-looking attitude more evident than in Southwest Mississippi,
where ten counties have banded together to undertake
creative new economic development activities.
This regional organization, the Southwest Mississippi
Area Partnership, has begun a new campaign to market
this area as a location for specific businesses and
industries that can profit from its appealing features.
The Partnership is supported by many regional and
statewide economic development allies including:
• The Mississippi Development Authority,
• Entergy (the commercial provider of electric energy
to Southwest Mississippi),
• The Electric Power Associations of Mississippi
(representing the electric cooperatives), and

BFPC, LLC, a major international site selection and
location consulting firm, has been retained to provide
professional counsel to this program. It was charged to
identify specific business activities that are a particularly
good fit with the locational attributes of Southwest Mississippi, and which might benefit by establishing a facility in the community. This was based on a solid, focused
business and economic analysis as well as extensive
experience assisting businesses to identify the right location for new and expanding facilities and investments.
The study concluded that Southwest Mississippi is
an especially appropriate and attractive location for
contact centers. This report provides details and makes
a strong business case why companies involved in this
important business activity should consider the Southwest Mississippi Area.

• Momentum Mississippi (a unique public-private
organization dedicated to advancing the
state’s economy).
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Overview of Southwest Mississippi
pp
AREA DESCRIPTION
The area covered in this report is a ten-county region in
the southwest corner of Mississippi along the Louisiana
border between the Mississippi and Pearl Rivers. All ten
have linked together for economic development purposes
as the Southwest Mississippi Partnership. Component
counties are Adams, Amite, Claiborne, Franklin, Jefferson,
Lawrence, Lincoln, Pike, Walthall, and Wilkinson.
Bridging the area between the Jackson and Baton Rouge
metropolitan areas, the region contains 5,268 square
miles and about 187,000 people. Larger urban areas of
the ten-county region include Brookhaven, McComb,
and Natchez, which are Micropolitan Statistical Areas,
as defined by the US Census Bureau.

Major transportation routes include I-55 which passes
through Southwest Mississippi as it connects New
Orleans with Memphis, St. Louis, and Chicago. The
Natchez Trace Parkway follows a historic route from
Natchez to Nashville, Tennessee. Interstate highway
20 lies just north of the ten-county area; I-10 and I-12
are about 30 miles south. US Highways crossing the
region include 61, the “Blues Highway,” that parallels
the Mississippi River from Louisiana to Minnesota;
84 en route from the Atlantic Ocean to Colorado;
and 98 from Florida to the Mississippi River. Southwest
Mississippi is also served by a major north-south line
of CN Railway (formerly Illinois Central) on which
Amtrak’s “City of New Orleans” passenger train runs
along with heavy rail freight traffic.
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Baton Rouge
From the southern edge of Southwest Mississippi, it is
about 60 miles to New Orleans via I-55, so residents
have easy access to the services and amenities of a major
metropolitan area. At the same time, this part of Mississippi is 75 or more miles from the Gulf so that it is out
of the hurricane impact area. In fact, Southwest Mississippi provided shelter for many persons who left New
Orleans as a result of Hurricane Katrina.
continued
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OVERVIEW continued

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

appearances on the Grand Ole
Opry. Southwest Mississippi has
developed a large tourism industry
that attracts visitors worldwide to
experience its unique heritage and
sincere southern charm.

Southwest Mississippi was founded
as a fortified settlement in 1716 and
held successively by France, Great
Britain, Spain, and the United States.
The region prospered as the south
terminus of the Natchez Trace, a road
connecting the area with Nashville,
ECONOMIC
Tennessee, that was commercially
DEVELOPMENT TRENDS
and strategically important through
The earliest commercial developthe early 19th Century. Natchez bement in Southwest Mississippi
came a great river port and cultural
was trade via the Mississippi River,
center before the Civil War and was
which continues to be important.
the state capital from 1817 to 1821
Southwest
Mississippi
The Port of Natchez maintains bulk
as well as home of the state’s first inhas
effectively
preserved
and liquid terminal facilities and
stitution of higher education. Beninfrastructure to support barge trafefiting from the rich surrounding
its antebellum charm.
fic. Interior counties of Southwest
agricultural area, Southwest MissisMississippi held huge stands of pine and other trees.
sippi became a shipping and processing center for soyThe post-Civil War construction boom and expanded
beans, corn, cotton, livestock, and timber. It also served
railroad service promoted development of a major lumas the commercial hub for a wide area of Mississippi and
ber and forest products industry which also continues to
Louisiana.
be important through the present.
Other cities in Southwest Mississippi such as Port
Mississippi’s establishment of the nation’s first compreGibson developed as part of the river-based exchange of
hensive state economic development program in the
agricultural products from the South and manufactured
1930’s helped expand regional business activity. Manugoods from upstream cities such as Louisville, Cincinfacturing plants were constructed to produce clothing,
nati, and Pittsburgh. Brookhaven, McComb, and other
textiles, wood and forest products, electrical appliances,
cities inland from the river sprang up with construction
fabricated metals, and machinery. Thus the current
of roads and railroads from New Orleans north to Jackprogram to recruit contact centers builds on nearly a
son and Memphis. In the 1800’s, Southwest Mississippi
century of previous economic development activity and
was a classic American melting pot, with immigrants
takes advantages of skills and knowledge in this area
from Europe and Asia, free people of color, and relodeveloped over several generations.
catees from the North and East. Southwest Mississippi
has effectively preserved its antebellum charm and the
Currently the region has about 7,400 employees in
area’s extraordinary past is documented today by its
140 industrial plants, with facilities in each of the
many historic houses, commercial buildings, churches,
ten counties of the region, and about 2,700 employsynagogues, and other structures.
ees in administrative and white collar positions.
Details are available at: http://www2.locationone.
The area has generated arts, culture, literature, and music
com/(S(3meafz45gc3zvcfxwljarj45))/StateMainPage.
ranging from classical to Blues. The Mississippi Blues
aspx?type=state&profileid=MS-Mississippi. Mississippi
Trail commemorates artists such as McComb native
has worked diligently to create an attractive and prosBo Diddley, harmonica player Papa Lightfoot, and the
perous setting for industry. It has received well-deserved
Rabbit’s Foot Company which started in Port Gibson
in 1900. Amite County native Jerry Clower was a writer,
continued
comedian, and recording artist who made regular
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OVERVIEW continued

attention and compliments for some of its large successes such as Nissan, but has also made a point of striving
to recruit and accommodate medium-sized and smaller
facilities as well. The list on the next page illustrates the
variety of industry in Southwest Mississippi.

BUSINESS AND
INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENTS
A quick scan across Southwest Mississippi shows that its
economic development work has been successful; for
example:
Delta BioFuels, Dynasteel (steel rolling),
Stine Lumber
Claiborne County: Southern Lumber
Lawrence County: Atlas Manufacturing
Lincoln County:
Great Southern Yella-Wood,
EPCO Carbon Dioxide, Reed’s Metals,
Rex Lumber
Pike County:
Summit Plastics, Weyerhaeuser,
Magnolia Biofuel
Walthall County: Brigade Manufacturing,
Kalencom Stringer Industries
Wilkinson County: Netterville Lumber Company,
Magnolia Honey Jelly
Adams County:

A promising event related to the former International
Paper site in Natchez is the potential for its re-use for
production of synthetic jet fuel described in :http://www.
vicksburgpost .com/articles/2009/12/20/opinion/
doc4b2bedc473684264533488.txt.

DEDICATION TO DEVELOPMENT
One reason for continued manufacturing growth is the
vigorous ongoing effort to maintain the area at a high
state of readiness. The communities of Southwest Mississippi have worked hard to develop sites and buildings,
train workers, ensure widespread availability of energy
and utilities, and assist prospects with a quick path to
profitability. Over 800 acres of new industrial parks and
sites have been made available in the past three years.
Workforce preparation is managed through area high
schools and two state post-secondary schools with campuses throughout Southwest Mississippi: Copiah-Lincoln
Community College and Southwest Mississippi Community College. In April, 2010, SWMCC broke ground
on a new $6 million, 80-employee Regional Workforce
Training Center which will greatly expand the college’s
capability to train workers for a wide range of positions.
Alcorn State University, rated by US News among the
nation’s best colleges, maintains its historic main campus
in Claiborne County. Its new center in Natchez houses
the Nursing and MBA Program (http://colleges.usnews.
rankingsandreviews.com/best-colleges/alcorn-state-ms/
alcorn-state-university-2396). Its academics include
diverse business and professional training and education
through the master’s level to 3,500 undergraduate and
graduate students. Alcorn is true to its land grant university heritage with many outreach programs to make its capabilities available to local business and industry clients.
The University of Southern Mississippi (http://www.usm.
edu/) has developed specialized academic and research
capabilities specific to several selected business activities,
and strives to make its capabilities readily available to
Mississippi companies. Its creative work in contact centers
and establishment of the Call Center Research Laboratory
are described in the following chapter of this report.
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Location Advantages
g for Contact Centers
Southwest Mississippi’s counties comprise a unique and
particularly attractive location for contact centers, order
fulfillment facilities, technical support/help desks, and
other facilities which provide assistance to customers and
prospects by integrating telephony, computers, and human resources. This section begins with a concise review
of business conditions and trends in the contact center
industry. It then points out how Southwest Mississippi is
well suited to serve this business’s locational needs.

THE CONTACT CENTER INDUSTRY
Background. Over four million people in the US
private sector are employed in various non-headquarters office and white collar functions. An average of
17% of corporate expenses is spent on non-executive
administrative activities such as support of sales and
marketing, servicing and maintaining contact with
customers, fixing minor problems with orders and accounts, processing certain internal corporate matters,
and general management. With
many billions of dollars spent
annually in this vital business
area, companies are constantly
on the alert for ways to improve service and reduce costs.
Contact centers have developed
as a way to conduct certain
important administrative functions on a more efficient and
cost-effective basis.

communication such as “live chat” via keyboard. Even
voice contacts may now be conducted via a voice-overinternet technology as part of an integrated computer
system rather than over traditional telephone lines.
Contact centers have been classified as “inbound,” to
which customers and prospects originate calls to place
an order or seek assistance, and “outbound” in which
the agents call outsiders to sell, collect unpaid bills,
and convey information; but many facilities now do
both functions. Contact centers are often co-located
with other business activities. A combination of contact
center with warehousing and logistics services, called a
fulfillment center, carries out order placement, shipping,
and billing under one roof.

A further way to categorize centers is as “dedicated”
(owned by or working exclusively for one company,
also called proprietary or captive); and “shared services”
(contract or outsource operations available for hire to
any appropriate client). Dedicated facilities conduct
banking and financial services
for their owners, gather medical
information, and process insurance applications and claims;
but this type of distinction has
also become less definitive. For
example, a contact center may
be primarily a proprietary inhouse operation for its owner
corporation but have a contract
to provide limited outsourced
services to keep up work during
Contact centers have developed as
known slack times and balance
a way to conduct certain important
out staff workloads.

Contact centers are business operations which provide services
administrative functions on a more
through voice and data contact
between their in-house staffs
Development Process. Historiefficient and cost-effective basis.
and people on the outside, for
cally, most corporate administhe purpose of providing or
trative activities were integrated
obtaining information, selling or promoting products
into companies’ headquarters. Such offices were often
and services, assisting with questions or problems,
high-profile facilities in major centers of business activand dealing with administrative issues. The means by
ity where senior executives could be close to their
which communication takes place has usually been by
continued
telephone but there is increasing use of other electronic
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LOCATION ADVANTAGES continued

law firm, accountants, and marketing consultants;
and have access to hub airports and other essentials of
running big businesses. It was expensive, however, for
corporate administrative activities to be housed in such
a setting. Managers looked for ways to extract selected
operations and establish them in more cost-effective
locations. Contact centers and similar back offices often
made sense as a standalone operation.

were relocated to less expensive overseas locations where
English is spoken. Contact center activity thus expanded
greatly in the 1990’s, but domestic employment was
somewhat volatile.
Employment variation continued through the 2000’s;
this, however, was due more to external causes such as
economic ups and downs and new regulations. By this
time the US contact center industry had become more
established and stable. Many of the teething problems
in the earlier phases of their development had been
worked out.

This trend expanded rapidly in the 1980’s, when deregulation of telephone service and new technologies
such as fiber optics made it feasible for companies to
concentrate some telecommunications-intensive activities. A bank with many retail branches, for example,
Current Trends. The 2000’s have seen a resurgence in
could establish one specialized central office whose sole
development of US contact center and related activity.
purpose was to handle certain customer relations and
As recorded by the Commerce Department, US contact
communications. This was more efficient and provided
center employment grew over 14% from 2002 to 2007
better service to customers than calling their local
(i.e., prior to the negative impacts of the global ecobranch bank in hopes that an employee there was availnomic downturn), about twice the rate of US private
able to talk and had
sector employment
the needed informaas a whole, with huntion. This decade thus
dreds of thousands
saw the emergence
of new contact center
The
trend
toward
overseas
of contact centers
positions being genas a distinct area of
erated in some recent
contact facilities has declined
business operations.
years. The National
in many sectors.
Many leading contact
Association of Call
The US Senate is
center operators date
Centers was formed.
considering imposition of
their beginning from
The industry has rea tax on calls forwarded to
this time.
ceived greater attention from academic
contact centers outside the US.
The 1990’s was a time
and research instituof experimentation
tions. Through much
and stretching of
of early 2010, the
contact center activities. Some new ideas were very sucNACC Composite Index (based on stock performance
cessful, such as the development of systems and software
of nine firms related to the contact center industry) was
to improve performance of contact centers. Some were
about 10% above its 2007 base.
less so—aggressive telemarketing lost favor, especially
as new rules restricted unsolicited calls. And some were
The trend toward overseas contact facilities has declined
rather unsubstantial and unsustainable business activities
in many sectors. Problems with quality and service have
such as outbound telemarketing operations sited near
been experienced. The US Senate is considering imposicollege campuses and military posts where students and
tion of a tax on calls forwarded to contact centers outside
service personnel were hired on a part-time basis with
the US. But basic economics and a refined corporate unlittle training to make cold calls in hopes of selling conderstanding of contact centers’ potential are perhaps the
sumer goods and magazine subscriptions. Some centers
continued
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Statistics show that the strongest growth has occurred in
states such as Mississippi which, on a percentage basis,
ranks fifth-fastest in growth of certain types of contact
center employment. Alert corporations recognize that a
well-managed contact center can be an effective component of their marketing and business development
strategy if properly managed.
They see value in staffing their
contact centers with people who
have a real stake in good performance, successful resolution of
problems, and satisfied repeat
customers. They have moved
away from thinking of contact
centers as an undesired expense,
minimally serving the need for
customer support, which can be
Perhaps the most prominent
outsourced to the lowest bidreason for growth of US-based
der and show it. They are more
contact centers is increased
Perhaps the most prominent reason
likely to recognize the marketing
awareness by corporate managefor growth of US-based contact cenand sales opportunities that a
ment of their potential to serve
ters is increased awareness by corpohigh-quality contact center can
fundamental business goals.
rate management of their potential
provide. At a time when much
Companies realize that there is a
to
serve
fundamental
business
goals.
communication with customers
real advantage in having caring,
and prospects is impersonal, a
conscientious human beings,
contact center is one of the few opportunities a compawith whom the caller can develop an appropriate rapny has for human interaction. Attentive, well-managed
port, available to assist clients, customers, and prospects
conversations with customers and prospects, conducted
with questions and problems. Most people now using
in a pleasant and personable manner, can be an exhelp desk contact centers are those who have exhausted
cellent way of increasing sales, expanding customer
the obvious initial solutions. The American public is now
knowledge of products and services, and leaving a very
computer literate and well connected—about 85% have
favorable impression that contributes to brand loyalty.
Internet service—so that clients probably have already
searched the firm’s website for solutions. They are not
very tolerant of recorded messages, delays, complex
navigation through the phone mail system, or heavily
WHY LOCATE A CONTACT CENTER IN
accented contact center agents that do not seem culturally
SOUTHWEST MISSISSIPPI?
connected.
most important reasons. The economies of India and
some other locations of outsourced contact center activities have improved so wage rates there have gone up
substantially. Thus its advantages of large volumes of lowcost English-literate labor have declined as other employment opportunities have opened up. India will probably
continue to have a role in certain
segments of the industry; for
example, it has high-quality
technical schools and colleges
whose graduates are very capable
of assisting US users with technical troubleshooting; but the cost
of this type of service in India is
rapidly increasing.

Another reason is that contact centers have become more
sophisticated, productive, and better able to use their
associates’ time, so that cost-effectiveness is not just a
matter of finding the cheapest labor in the world. But this
adds new requirements. Contact center operators seek
a business setting in which the workforce is stable and
loyalty to the employer is high so that their investments
in personnel training and development are well spent.
Southwest Mississippi • The Place for Contact Centers

Southwest Mississippi is particularly well suited as a
location for contact centers. This is due to a combination
of unique local conditions as well as a diligent effort by
the community to welcome new contact center operators
and provide an environment that allows them to prosper.
Some key reasons are discussed below.
continued
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LOCATION ADVANTAGES continued

People. One of the region’s most useful assets is the good
fit between its workforce and the needs of contact centers.
Southwest Mississippi has excellent availability of people
with talents and skills sought by contact center operators.
As companies aggressively move ahead in use of contact
centers as a business development tool, they become
more aware of the need for truly dedicated staff.

pharmaceutical products. Alcorn’s Nursing School in
Natchez offers degrees through the MS in Nursing.
Mississippi’s industrial training programs are among the
nation’s oldest and best. The state is constantly updating and expanding its training capabilities, with the
new Regional Workforce Training Center in Southwest
Mississippi a primary example. Mississippi has advanced
steadily up the ranks of states in improving the quality
of jobs and income of its citizens. It ranks well above
the national average in the increase of average pay
received by its private sector employees over the most
recent five-year period for which complete statistics are
available. This reflects a workforce in Southwest Mississippi that is better educated and prepared to be productive for employers.

For the high level of service, effective problem resolution, and customer satisfaction expected of contact
center agents, Southwest Mississippi’s labor force is
outstanding. Staff loyalty, trainability, good attitudes
and work ethic, low turnover rates, and willingness to
become familiar with and take ownership of a company’s strategy were constantly cited in interviews with
existing employers.
Screening, hiring, and
training a new contact
Southwest Mississippi provides
center employee can
an environment in which contact
cost 25 to 50% of the
centers can recruit and retain a
average annual salary,
well-qualified, highly motivated,
so companies can
conscientious staff eager to
achieve major savings
provide excellent service.
through employee
stability.
About 2,700 people
work in Southwest Mississippi in contact centers and
business activates related to administration, professional/technical services, and similar fields. Cellular
South, the nation’s largest privately-held wireless
provider, maintains an 85-person contact center—one
of its three in the state—In the Southwest Mississippi city of Meadville. There is a base of experienced
people from whom new companies can recruit.
Academic institutions located in and serving Southwest
Mississippi include Alcorn State University, CopiahLincoln Community College, and Southwest Mississippi Community College, all of which have programs
specifically oriented to administrative skills and business degree programs through the MBA. The region also
has specialized educational facilities. A rapidly growing
segment of the contact center business is medical services, in which qualified practitioners such as registered
nurses are available to provide counsel on medical and

Southwest Mississippi • The Place for Contact Centers

With the area’s quality of life, low cost of
living, and proximity
to urban and ocean
attractions, it is possible to recruit skilled
people from other
areas. Southwest Mississippi is a popular
retirement destination, based on its warm climate, outdoor recreation, low
cost of living, quality of life, and southern charm. Many
persons relocating to the region seek part-time employment, and have skills and experience directly related to
contact centers. Mississippi has a right-to-work law and
low unionization. Although its average income is lower
than the national average, its percentage of home ownership is higher, reflecting a strong work ethic, sense of
personal responsibility, and commitment to the area.
All of these features help provide an environment in
which contact centers can recruit and retain a wellqualified, highly motivated, conscientious staff eager
to provide excellent service. Although still one of the
less developed states for this industry, Mississippi’s fast
growth in the contact center business demonstrates that
companies have found it a successful location for this
specific business.
continued
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LOCATION ADVANTAGES continued

Mississippi Resources. A unique feature of Southwest
Mississippi is local availability of world-class expertise
specific to the contact center industry. The University of
Southern Mississippi has chosen to make contact centers a focus of research and study; it is one of very few
universities across the US that have chosen this specific
discipline.

revenue bonds, emerged from this innovative program.
While many other states’ programs have often been inconsistent and variable, Mississippi’s focus on economic
development has remained firmly in place through
changes of time, administration, and other conditions.
Public officials up to the Governor have made it clear
that economic development is a primary responsibility
of the state and its communities. The state has a widely
Operation and management of contact centers require
recognized reputation for aggressive recruitment, thora mix of complex analytical work and pragmatic busiough attention to the needs of prospective and existing
ness decisions. On the theoretical
companies, and works hard to
side, it may involve mathematical
close deals with new and exA unique feature of Southwest
modeling of queues and depanding companies.
velopment of algorithms for
Mississippi is local availability of
balancing of call volumes with
Some states have incentives and
world-class expertise specific to
staffing resources. On the practiother recruitment efforts that
the
contact
center
industry.
cal side, it may involve polling
sound impressive but are actually
and researching existing contact
available to only a few prospects.
centers to determine best practices and lessons learned
Mississippi has a record of supporting business developfrom their experience. Such diverse investigations come
ment at all levels, including small and start-up facilities.
together in USM’s Call Center Research Laboratory
Its incentives can lead to payback of a large percentage of
(http://www.usm.edu/callcenter/index.php). It conducts
a new or expanding operation’s capital expenses. Details
studies in association with national and global organiza- on these programs are available from the Mississippi Development Authority website at: http://www.mississippi.
tions, while at the same time it honors its responsibility
as a state university of Mississippi to support the state’s
org/index.php?id=45http://www.mississippi.org/index.
businesses appropriately. A current project is establishphp?id=458
ment of two 50-person contact center “test beds.” It can
Not surprisingly, the University of Southern Mississippi
conduct other research and development specific to the
is the nation’s only academic institution offering masters
needs of a contact center operator, with results of the
and PhD programs specifically in economic development.
work becoming property of the sponsor.
Public Policies. For nearly 80 years, Mississippi has
made economic development a priority of the state.
Its “Balance Agriculture With
Industry” initiative, begun in
the 1930’s by Southwest Mississippi native and Governor Hugh
White, was the first comprehensive statewide public economic
development program in the
nation. Many techniques that
became keystones of business
recruitment and expansion,
Mississippi has
such as industrial development

Preparedness. A terrific business climate is not of much
use to a company unless the area has available sites
and buildings ready for quick
acquisition and use. Most counties in Southwest Mississippi
have developed publicly-owned
industrial parks and sites, some
have available buildings, and the
utilities, energy, and industrial support services likely to be needed by
most contact centers are in place in
many areas. Industrial property

made economic

development a priority.
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LOCATION ADVANTAGES continued

is available in all ten counties of Southwest Mississippi.
Over 800 acres—more than a square mile—of newly
prepared industrial parks and sites have come on line in
the ten-county area recently.
Other infrastructure needed by contact centers is also
widely available, such as broadband telecommunications
networks and high-quality electric service. As previously
noted, some contact centers exist primarily to support
order processing and distribution; for such fulfillment
centers, transportation is vital. Southwest Mississippi
has been an important business and industrial center for
many decades and is wellserved for both inbound
and outbound shipping.
Interstate Highway 55, the
main route connecting
Chicago with New Orleans,
and a major CN Railway
line parallel each other
through the spine of Southwest Mississippi. No part
of Southwest Mississippi is
farther than a one to twohour drive from a commer-
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cial airport. Within the ten counties are several general
aviation airports capable of handling large corporate
aircraft and some with major service and maintenance
capabilities. These include Brookhaven Airport (5,000 X
75-foot runway), Hardy-Adams Field in Natchez-Adams
County (runways of 6,500 X 150 and 5,000 X 150 feet),
and Lewis Airport in McComb-Pike County (5,000 X
75-foot runway).
Mississippi has been especially aggressive in extending
telecommunications technology across the state through
initiatives such as MEGAPOP (Mississippi Economic
Growth Alliance and Point
of Presence).

Mississippi
has been
especially
aggressive
in extending
telecommunications
technology
across the state.

Favorable Economics.
A contact center in Southwest Mississippi can possibly save over 25% relative
to the US average for the
industry. This asset is so
important and compelling
that it deserves more detail,
which is provided in the
following chapter.
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Cost-Savingg Opportunities
pp
Southwest Mississippi offers contact centers the potential for a 25% reduction in capital and operating costs,
compared with the national costs for such facilities. This
section illustrates some of those potential savings. It
estimates certain costs for a hypothetical contact center
in Southwest Mississippi and then compares them with
national average or typical costs. This hypothetical facility consists of a 15,000-square foot building on a site
assumed to be 5 acres. This contact center is assumed to
employ 100 personnel. Its electrical energy consumption is 500,000 kilowatt-hours per year.

PERSONNEL
The national average annual pay for the full-time staff
of a contact center is estimated from various public and
private sources to be about $31,500. It is estimated that
a similar pool of employees could be hired in Southwest
Mississippi for an average of $23,500. This is based on
data from public sources including the US Department of
Commerce and discussions with managers of facilities in
Southwest Mississippi.
On this basis, annual direct wage costs for 100 employees
in Southwest Mississippi would be $2,350,000, while the
national average would be $3,150,000.
Employee benefits are estimated to cost an additional
34% in both cases. Therefore the total annual personnel
cost in the hypothetical Southwest Mississippi contact
center would be $3,149,000 while in the national average
facility, it would be $4,221,000.
On this basis, a contact center located in Southwest
Mississippi could save its owner well over a million
dollars per year in staffing costs.

BUILDING AND LAND
On a national average basis, construction of a basic office to house a contact center would probably cost $100
per square foot. A building of 15,000 square feet would
thus cost $1,500,000.
The 2010 R.S. Means Building Construction Cost Data
report indicates that construction costs in Southwest
Mississippi are about 78.4% of the national average.
Therefore a local cost of $1,176,000 is assumed for con-
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structing the contact center
office here. This is a saving
in construction costs of
$324,000.
A recent national average
estimate for above-average
quality back office sites was
$55,000 per acre. In Southwest Mississippi, land appropriate for such an office
building can be purchased
for $20,000 per acre, and
possibly even less. So for a
site of 5 acres, the national
average cost would probably
be $275,000 and the Southwest Mississippi cost would
be $100,000, representing
savings in land costs of
$175,000.

Construction costs
in Southwest
Mississippi are
about 78.4% of
the national average.

COMBINED BUILDING AND LAND COSTS
Based on the above assumptions, the national average cost for building and land together would total
$1,775,000; while in Southwest Mississippi the comparable cost would be $1,276,000. Thus the total in
Southwest Mississippi would be nearly a half-million
dollars lower.
One way to express this cost in a manner comparable to
wages and other ongoing expenses is to spread it across
a period of years, in a manner similar to a mortgage.
Even if the owner does not literally borrow money from
a bank, in effect it pays an opportunity cost for money
that could otherwise be invested or used profitably
elsewhere.
Based on a 6% interest rate and monthly amortization
over 8 years, annual payments for the national-average
facility would be $279,912. In Southwest Mississippi,
this cost would be $201,221. This amounts to an annual saving of nearly $80,000 in facility costs in
Southwest Mississippi compared with the national
average.
continued
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COST-SAVING OPPORTUNITIES continued

ENERGY COSTS

SUMMARY OF COSTS

The contact center considered in this study is assumed
to have an annual average electricity consumption of
500,000 kilowatt-hours. The US Energy Information
Administration reports that the national average cost
for electric power sold to industrial users is 6.55 cents/
kilowatt-hour (Electric Power Monthly, data for February, 2010, http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/epm/
table5_6_a.html). It is thus projected that the nationwide
average annual electric power cost for a contact center
with these requirements would be $32,750. Based on
the same source, the likely rate in Southwest Mississippi
would be 5.93 cents/kilowatt-hour so the facility’s total
annual average electric energy cost would be $29,650.

The capital and operating costs associated with a contact
center as discussed on the previous pages, are summarized below:
National Average SW Miss.
Cost Item
or Typical Plant
Plant

Using these figures, a contact center located in Southwest Mississippi would save $3,100 per year in electric
energy bills.

Wages
$3,150,000
Beneﬁ ts
1,071,000
Amortization of Land and Building 279,912
Electric Energy
32,750
State and Local Tax Cost
50,000

$2,350,000
799,000
201,221
29,650
48,450

TOTAL

$4,583,662

$3,428,321

100.0

74.8

Index (National Average = 100)

Thus the total of these selected costs in Southwest
Mississippi is over 25% below the national average for a comparable facility. All of these costs are
before the application of any incentives, so the savings
potential in Southwest Mississippi may be significantly
understated.

TAXES
The facility’s liability for state and local taxes is difficult
to project. BFPC has made an approximation based on
data from various nationwide surveys. Using an assumed national average tax burden of $50,000, the cost
in Southwest Mississippi is projected to be $48,450,
representing an annual saving of $1,550. This is rather
modest but it is possible that the tax burden applied to
a contact center could be much greater. For example, if it
is part of a fulfillment center or distribution center, the
tax liability could be much greater and so the incremental savings in Southwest Mississippi could be many
times that projected in this very conservative estimate.

These costs are highly generalized estimates for a hypothetical contact center. Most base data are derived from
figures developed by the US Commerce Department and
other governmental agencies, industry organizations,
and BFPC’s experience with clients in this business.
The overall finding is very compelling. Southwest
Mississippi shows great promise as a location for
centers, based on a wide range of cost and other
advantages.

More data about Southwest Mississippi and
the region’s advantages for your company
are available from the

SOUTHWEST MISSISSIPPI PARTNERSHIP
Britt Herrin, President
Post Office Box 83
McComb, Mississippi 39648
800-399-4404 or 601-684-2291

www.southwestmississippi.us
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